Prescott Municipal Airport
After Hours Incidents & Disabled Aircraft
After ATCT operating hours (2200-0600 local)

If this is an EMERGENCY and/or requires Fire, EMS, or Police
response, CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY.
- Airport Rescue Fire Fighting (ARFF) services are available 24/7, but are
normally activated by ATCT controllers.
- After hours emergencies must be reported through emergency
response/dispatch systems.

Non-Emergency:
If possible, CLEAR THE RUNWAY. If the aircraft is disabled to the extent that it cannot
be easily cleared, make regular announcements over CTAF (125.300 mHz) as
necessary to report that the RUNWAY IS NOT AVAILABLE. If practical, continue to
use aircraft lighting systems for collision avoidance.

Notify airport operations: 928-777-1150
-

24 Hour number.
This number is the normal Duty Operations number from 0500-2200 local.
Between 2200 and 0500, this number is forwarded to the Airport Operations & Maintenance
Supervisor.
This notification is essential to determine if closures or changes to normal operations are
required.
Additionally, depending on damage to aircraft and/or Prescott Municipal Airport equipment
or surfaces, FAA and NTSB may require notification.

Contact NTSB (If required):
**It is the responsibility of the aircraft owner/operator to promptly notify the NTSB and
preserve the wreckage and evidence when necessary under the requirements of 49 CFR Part
830.05 & 830.10.**
NTSB L.A. Regional Office: 310-380-5660
NTSB L.A. After Hours: 310-725-3300
**Airport personnel must be involved with coordination with Federal agencies for
incidents/accidents on the airport. The affected airport surface cannot be re-opened without
approval from the NTSB.**

Activate Company Specific Plan (If applicable):
** The City of Prescott does not assume any responsibility or liability for the movement or
removal of aircraft or components from the airfield.**
- This process is to ensure that your company is informed and aware of any special situation.
- It will also require proper personnel to respond to Prescott Municipal Airport for recovery or
removal of aircraft.
- All personnel accessing the airfield, even during abnormal circumstances, must be in
compliance with (or escorted by somebody in compliance with) 14 CFR Part 139
requirements to include proper movement-area training and current airfield credentials.

Legend Aviation:
-

As the FBO, Legend Aviation has the capability of moving most aircraft. Their hours of
operation are 0700-2000 local.
During normal business hours, they can be reached at 928-443-9333.
After hours, a supervisor can be reached at 928-899-0188.

Other Towing and Recovery Companies
-

The following companies have flat beds, wreckers, and cranes that can assist with recovery
in more extreme circumstances. Others are available as well.
o American Towing
928-771-8698
o Crash Wreckage, Air Transport – Chris Jarman
602-484-0421
o Custom Towing
928-771-8697
o Marco Crane and Rigging Co.
928-526-4966
 Marco Cell – Chuck Mostert
602-550-3173
o Rapid Towing
888-824-2208
o Tri-City Towing
928-771-8691

